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Tlme: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

1, All questions are compulsory. 

Q.1 

Q1 

B.A. Semester - 1 (CBCS) Examination (omp 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

BAOEngCC1010 

Nov/Dec- 2022 (NEW COURSE) 
ENGLISH: PA SHORT STORY FORM(CORE, O Hindi/nglisi 

Discuss in detail short story as the most popular form of literature. 

Throw light on the various types of short story. 

0.2 Discuss in detail the evolution and brief history of short story. 
OR 

Q.2 Importance of plot in a short story. 

OR 

Q3 Discuss in detail the central theme of the story 'A Cup of Tea' 
OR 

Q.5 (A) Write a Short Note. (Any One) 
1. Brevity in a short story 

2. Setting in a short story 

Q.3 Bring out the element of comedy and horror from the story The Open Window'. 

Q.4 The Gift of the Magi' is a very touching and appealing short story. � Discuss 
OR 

Q4 Justify the title of the story 'Some Words With a Mummy'. 

Q.5 (B) Write a Short Note. (Any One) 

Seat No :. 

1. The element of satire in The World-Renowned Nose' 
2. Title A Work of Art' 

****** * 

Marks: 70 
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(14) 

(14) 

(14) 
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647510 

Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

Q.1 Define and discuss the characteristics of Lyric Form. 

0.2 

B.A. Semester - 1 (CBCS) Examination 
Nov/Dec- 2022 (NEW COURSE) 
ENGLISH: P2 LYRIC FORM(CORE) 

Q.1 Throw light on the history and development of the Lyric Form. 
Q.2 Define and discuss the themes and characteristics of Ballad. 

On His blindness 

Throw light on the structure and various types of Sonnet Form. 

0.3 Throw light on the humour and satire in the poem 'Sigh no more Ladies 

BAOEngCC1020 

Q.4 Critically appreciate the following lines: 

03 Elucidate patience as a great Christian virtue with Special reference to Milton's Sonnet 

"Thus let me live, unseen, unknown 

Thus unlamented let me die 

04 Throw light in Donne's spiritual turmoil in the poem Thou hast rnade me' 

Steal from the world and not a 

Stone Tell where I lie" 

Q.5 (A) Write a Short note on: (any one) 

1. Figures of Speech 
2. Hymn and Chant 

OR 

1. Daffodils 

(B) Write a Short note on: (any one) 

2. Dover Beach 

OR 

OR 

Seat No: 

OR 

Marks: 70 

(14) 

(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 

Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

Q.1 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

0.2 

ENGLISH: P1 INDIAN WRITING IN ENGLISH: SHORT STORIES(ELECTIVE-1) 

B.A. Semester-1 (CBCS) Examination 

0.3 

Nov/Dec -2022 (NEW COURSE) 

BAOEngE1101B 

Q.1 Comment on the major Short Story writers in India. 

Give a definition of Short Story and explain it as a literary form highlighting its features. 

What are the major themes and techniques used by India short story writers? 

Q.2 Discuss Rabindranath Tagore as the pioneer of Short Stories in India. 

OR 

In 'Cabulliwallah' we find an interesting character that is the mixture of kind and 

affectionate and violent and aggressive to the other extreme. Comment. 

Q.4 Give a character sketch of Kadambini. 

2. Mini 

Q.3 Discuss the plot of the story The Post Master'. 

1, The title of a short story 

OR 

4. Ratan 

Q.4 Appreciate the story Home-coming as a comment on poverty and cruelty towards 

children. 

3. Plot of a Short Stories 

OR 

Q.5 Write short notes on any two of the following. 

Seat No:_ 

OR 

******** 

Marks: 70 

(14) 

(14) 

(14) 

(14) 

(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1. 

B.A. Semester - 1 (CBCS) Examination 

All questions are compulsory. 

Nov/Dec - 2022 (NEW COURSE) 
ENGLISH: P2 19TH CENTURY BRITISH LITERATURE(ELECTIVE-1) 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

BAOEngE1102B 

Q.1 Evaluate the major aspects of 19th Century British Literature? 

Q.2 Throw light on the central idea in Enoch Arden 

Q.1 What are the salient features of British Poetry developed during 19h century? 

Q.2 Do you consider Enoch Arden as a tragic love story? How? 

Q.3 Discuss literary contribution of Jane Austen as a novelist. 
OR 

Q.4 Review the plot of The Professor. 

OR 

Q.3 Discuss literary contribution of George Eliot as a novelist 

Q.5 (A) Write any one short note 

1. Virginia Woolf as a poet 
2. Charlotte Bronte 

Q.5 (B) Write any one short note 

OR 

Q.4 Throw light on the theme of The Professor 

1. Setiing in The Profssor 

****k * 

OR 

2. Autobiographical note in The Professor 

Seat No: 

*** ** 

Marks: 70 

(14) 

(14) 

(14) 

(14) 

(07) 

(07) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

Q-1 

Q-1 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks, 

Q-2 

Q-2 

MA-3 

Q-3 

M-3 

Q-3 

Q4 

Q.4 

Q.5 

B.A, Semester - 1 (CBCS) Examination 
SANSKRIT: P1 BRTUHARI: NITISHATAK (FOUNDATION CLASSICAL LANGUAGE) 

BAOSanFC1010 

Nov/Dec- 2022 (NEW COURSE) 

(A) Translate any two of the following verses: 

(B) Explain with reference any two of the following. 

Write critical note in detail on the life of GER: giving myths about his life. 

Write detail note on the work of 4dER:. 

Evaluate iRIGE as a H# TT giving the- characteristics of H# OCT. 

Write note bhartruhari's thought about practical knowledge. 

Write note on fate and hard work of bhartruhari's 

(3) Ho9R0HI 

Write note on poetic style of the H¢ER: 

Seat No:_ 

Write short notes on any two of the following. 

Marks: 70 

(oC) 
(08) 

(o3) 
(06) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 

(18) 
(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

Q.1 (A) Answer any Eight questions in one sentence cach. 

Q.3 

kr What is another name of National e-Governance Plan 2.0? 
2. What is the full form of 'DeitY"? 
3 What was Mr. Agarwal's dream? 
4. What did Mr. Ratnam do first at the shop? 

B.A. Semester -1 (CBCS) Examination 
Nov/Dec - 2022 (NEW COURSE) 

COMPULSORY ENGLISH(FOUNDATION) 

S Who is the author of the story The Father's Help'? 
6. According to Swami, what does Samuel do the children? 

8 Who wrote the poem 'Stopping by Woods in a Snowy Evening"? 
9. What do the cows and sheep do in the poem "Leisure"? 
10. What were Henry Davies's two memoirs? 

0.1 (B) Answer any Three questions in short. 

Who wrote the poem 'Father Returning Home*? 

BAOEngFC101A 

1. What are the three main aspects of the vision of Digital India? 

2. What are the salient features of e-Kranti? 
3. How did Mr. Agarwal lose his job? 

Q.2 Write any Two short notes. 

A. Describe the central ideà of the poem 'Father Returning Home'? 
3. Why.does the speaker have to go mile_ before sleep? 

1. The Pillars of the Digital ndia 
2. Irony in the story The Father's Help' 

1. 

3 

4. The centràl idea of the poem 'Stopping by Woods in a Snowy Evening'. 
(A) Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles: 

5. 

The character sketch of Mr. Ratnam 

2. Namdev is 

4. Dhruy has 

cow is a holy animal. 
naughty boy. 

Ganga is a sacred river, 

6. Suryakumar is 
7. Dr. Raj is 

4. 

1. Keep quiet. 

more you work, 
one-rupee note. 

Q.3 (B) Identify the following sentences; 

2. A little knowledge is dangerous thing. 

more you reward. 
best cricketer. 

honest man. 

3. What a great man Gandhiji was! 
All men are mortal. 

5. Do not smoke here. 

6. What do you do? 
7. May I help you? 

Seat No: )73u6 

Page 1 of 2 

Marks: 70 

(08) 

(06) 

(14) 

(07) 

(07) 



Q.4 

Q.4 

Q.5 

(A) Read the following passage and answer questions below; 

ee a poor man was driving his donkev cart to market town, On his way he had to cros 

4 oridge where evory cart driver had to pay a rupce As be omes ncar the bridge he was asked by 

tne tol-keeper to pay the toll, The Door man bad no money but the toll-keeper would not allow him 

O gO. He said, "'See the notice: Al cart-drivers shall nav the rupee e8ch'". Thc poor man turned hís 

Cur and started to go honme. Soon An idea stn1ck him. He unvoked the donkey and put him in the 

driver's scat. Then he yoked himselfto the cet and pulled it towards the bridge. AgAin at the 

Oridge the toll-keeper in wonder said, One rupee, plesse'", «pon't ask me, ask the driver." Keplied 

the man and pulled the cart avway. The toll-keeper laughed loudly. 
1 

4. 
5. 

2. 

3. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

What was the poor man driving? 

(B) Choose the correct option from those given below. 

What did the notice say? 
What was the poor man's idea? 
Did the poor man pay the toll? 

1. The poor man was going to 

Questions: 

(A) Market town 

3. The poor man had 

All the cart-drivers had to pay 

(A) A rupee 

(A) No 

(A) Toll-keeper 
4.. The poor man was asked to pay a rupee by the 

The poor man 
(A) Yoked 

6. The toll-keeper 

(B) Market place 

(B) a bribe 

(A) Laughed 
Q.5 (A) Prepare a Resume for the post of a librarian. 

B. A. 

money. 
(B) plenty of 

B. Com 

B. Sc. 

(B) unyoked 

Exam Appeared 

(B) Police man (C) Guard 

loudly in the end. 
(B) cried 

himself to the cart and pulled it towards the bridge. 

to cross the bridge. 

Prepare a Resume for the post of an Assistant Professor. 
(B) Read the following table and answer the given questions: 

ABC College- MALIYA 
RESULT: 2020-2021 

250 
180 

325 

OR 

30 

(C) Market shop 

10 

25 

3. How many students failed in the all the faculties? 

(C) an ornamets 

Total Student Strength : 800 
Failed 

(C) less 

6. How many students were passed in the exam? 

1. How many students appeared in the exam in the college? 
2. In which faculty, did the college get the highest result? 

Page 2 of 2 

(C) quarreled 

(C) yelled 

7. What was the total student strength of the college? 

In which faculty, did the college get the lowest result? 
How many students were absent in the exam? 

Passed 

240 

150 

300 

(0% 

(06 

(07 

(07 
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EOUNDATION HINDI: 
Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

BAOHinfC101B 
B.A. Semester- 1 (CBCS) Exarmination 

Nov/Dec -2022 (NEW COURSE) 

All questions are compulsoy. 
Figures to the right indicate marks. 

HINDI KAHANI SAHITY: KAHANI NAYI PURANI(FOUNDATION) 

3 

Seat No:. 

**** 

Marks: 70 

(38) 

(38) 

(?, 

(38) 

(ol9) 

(ols) 
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